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Abstract 

Frequent graph mining is one of famous data mining fields that receive the most attention, 

and its importance has been raised continually as recent databases in the real world become 

more complicated. Weighted frequent graph mining is an approach for applying importance 

of objects in the real world to the graph mining, and numerous studies related to this have 

been conducted so far. However, all of the results obtained from this approach do not become 

actually useful information, and a significant portion of them may be meaningless ones even 

though they are weighted frequent sub-graph patterns. To overcome this problem, in this 

paper, we propose a novel method which can consider whether any sub-graph pattern has 

close correlation among elements in the pattern, called MSCG (Mining Strongly Correlated 

sub-Graph). In experimental results, we demonstrate that our MSCG outperforms a state-of-

the-art method with respect to runtime and memory usage. 
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1. Introduction 

Data mining means a series of processes for finding hidden and useful information from 

large databases. Frequent pattern mining is one of the data mining fields which are most 

actively researched, and accordingly numerous techniques and methods related to this have 

been studied. However, as data derived from the real world have been complicated 

increasingly, the previous frequent pattern mining approaches have been faced with 

limitations since they deal with only simple databases composed of itemsets. To overcome 

this problem and mine complex data with graph forms, frequent graph mining methods [1, 2, 

4, 5, 16] have been proposed, and thereafter advanced methods applying weight conditions [3, 

6, 7, 10, 11] have been suggested to consider characteristics in the real world. Although the 

above methods find weighted frequent sub-graph patterns, they cannot determine how closely 

elements in any graph pattern are related. In this paper, to solve this issue, we propose a novel 

method for mining weighted frequent sub-graphs considering correlations among sub-graphs’ 

elements, called MSCG (Mining Strongly Correlated sub-Graph), using a special and 

complex measure, called weighted support affinity. Through the method, we can obtain 

advantages in terms of mining performance as well as extract actually useful graph patterns 

from graph databases. Generally, mining sub-graphs from graph databases causes enormous 

overheads compared to mining itemsets from simple databases since lots of execution times 

are needed for graph isomorphism (NP-hard problem). However, since MSCG conducts pre-

pruning operations with respect to sub-graphs with weak correlation, we can decrease the 
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number of generated patterns, thereby reducing the computation overheads. For this reason, 

MSCG can perform mining operations more quickly and efficiently.  

The remaining parts in this paper are organized as follows. In Section 2, we introduce 

background related to our proposal and preliminaries, and in Section 3, details of MSCG are 

described. In Section 4, various experimental results show that MSCG has outstanding 

performance compared to a state-of-the-art method [8], and finally in Section 5, we conclude 

this paper. 
 

2. Background 
 

2.1. Related Work 

In the early days of graph mining, methods based on BFS (Broad First Search) such 

as Apriori have been proposed, and in recent years, methods based on DFS (Depth First 

Search) such as pattern growth have been studied actively. Moreover, there are various 

approaches such as data streams [1], weight conditions [3, 6, 7, 10, 11], closed sub-

graphs [1, 11, 13], maximal sub-graphs [11, 14], and so on. In [19], the authors 

proposed an algorithm for mining frequent sub-graph patterns from uncertain data, and 

in [20], an algorithm, which can find top-k maximal cliques in an uncertain graph, was 

suggested. As applications of graph mining, there are a variety of methods such as 

mining heavy sub-graphs in time-evolving networks [2], weighted substructure mining 

for image analysis [10], etc. In addition to those, the graph mining has been applied in 

many fields such as clustering [18], regression [12], classification [12], and so on. 

FFSM, gSpan, Gaston, etc. are basic algorithms for mining frequent sub-graph 

patterns, and numerous studies for graph mining have been conducted on the basis of 

the algorithms. Among them, Gaston [8, 9] is a state-of-the-art algorithm and 

guarantees the fastest speed although it consumes more memory since the algorithm 

uses an additional data structure, embedding list. To perform mining process efficiently, 

Gaston divides mining steps into the three cases, a path, a free tree, and a cyclic graph, 

and selects appropriate mining processes depending on current situations.  

In frequent itemset mining, a variety of methods [15, 17] have been studied to find 

patterns with close correlation. After that, algorithms for considering patterns ’ 

correlation in graph mining have been published [6, 7], where they confirm degree of 

correlation among elements of any sub-graph by using a special measure, called affinity. 

However, these methods consider only simple correlation in terms of a support or a 

weight, not complex correlation. Motivated by this problem, in this paper, we propose 

and apply a complex measure, weighted support affinity, which can consider complex 

and strong correlation. 

 

2.2. Preliminaries 

Note that we describe this paper based on a simple, undirected, and labeled graph form to 

help understand graph mining procedure and the proposed techniques and algorithm, but it is 

trivial to apply another graph forms, such as a multiple and directed graph structure, to our 

techniques or algorithm. 

Every graph consists of vertices and edges. Let G be a simple, undirected, and labeled 

graph, V be a set of vertices in G, and E be a set of edges in G, and then V and E are defined 

as V = {v | vV},  E = {(v1, v2)|v1, v2V and v1 ≠ v2}, where any edge, (v1, v2) is equal to (v2, 

v1) since all of the edges in G does not have any direction. If two certain graphs with vertices 

and edges satisfying the properties have the above relation, they are regarded as isomorphic 
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graphs. Let L be a function which returns labels of vertices and edges. Then, we denote G as 

G=(V,E,L). Thus, given two graphs, G1 and G2, they are denoted as G1 = (V1,E1,L1) and G2 = 

(V2,E2,L2), and an embedding of G1 in G2 satisfies the following injective function, vV1-

>l1(v)=l2(f(v)), (v1,v2)E1->(f(v1), f(v2))E2 and l1(v1,v2)=l2(f(v1), f(v2)). We consider G1 and 

G2 satisfying these properties as G1G2. Moreover, they are isomorphic graphs if G1G2 is 

also true. Note that, in graph mining, certain graphs with the same vertices and edges (i.e. the 

isomorphic nature) in one graph transaction are considered only once. That is, although any 

sub-graph pattern occurs in a graph transaction many times, the support of this sub-graph is 

assigned as 1. 

Supports of sub-graphs are calculated by considering how many they occurs in a graph 

database, where they are denoted as percentages from 0% to 100% or natural numbers. 

Weighted supports of them are additionally considered to calculate average weights of edges. 

That is, we can gain weighted supports of sub-graphs by multiplying their support by 

corresponding average weights. If any value calculated through these steps is greater than or 

equal to a given minimum support threshold, we call the graph with the valid value a 

weighted frequent sub-graph. Note that we consider edge weights in this paper since edge 

information can distinguish all of the sub-graphs uniquely, but vertices cannot do that. The 

details will be presented in the next section. 

 

3. MSCG: Mining Strongly Correlated sub-Graph patterns 

In this section, we describe the proposed measure, weighted support affinity and present 

how the measure and its characteristics are applied to weighted frequent graph mining steps. 

We also analyze pruning effect by using our technique and provide details of MSCG method. 

 

3.1. Strongly Correlated Sub-graph 

A sub-graph pattern consists of vertices and edges, where each element includes support 

and weight information. In this paper, we use edge’s support and weight to distinguish sub-

graph patterns. 

Property 1. Among the elements composing graphs, a set of edges only becomes a standard 

for distinguishing each graph. 

Proof. Given a path, P and a cyclic graph, C, they can have the same vertex information. 

For example, a path {D-a-A-c-D} and a cyclic graph {D-a-A-c-D-b} exist in figure 1, and 

they have the same set of vertices, {D, A, C}. Therefore, we cannot distinguish them with the 

only vertex information. However, in case we use edge information for the distinction, their 

sets of edges are {a, c} and {a, c, b} respectively, and thus they can be classified.                ■ 

In this paper, we consider weighted support affinity to find sub-graphs with strong 

correlation among elements in any sub-graph pattern, and this measure is computed as 

follows. 

Definition 1. Given a sub-graph, SG, a set of edges, E = {e1, e2, e3, …, en}, and a set of 

weights corresponding to E, W = {w1, w2, w3, …, wn}, then a set of weighted supports for 

edges, WS is denoted as WS = {ws1, ws2, ws3, …, wsn}, where wsn = wn * support(en). Then, a 

weighted support affinity for SG, WSA(SG) is calculated as shown in the following formula. 

WSA(SG) = min1≤ i≤ n(wsi) / max1≤ i≤ n(wsi)                                   (1) 

In the above formula, elements in SG are less related to each other if WSA(SG) is close to 0 

while they are more related with each other if WSA(SG) is near to 1. To determine whether 
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any sub-graph becomes valid or not, we use a threshold, minimum weighted support affinity, 

and this has a real number value between 0 and 1. 

 

 

Figure 1. An Example of Graph Database 
 

3.2. Pruning Strategy for Weakly Correlated Sub-graphs 

By using the measure and its characteristics from Definition 1, we can efficiently reduce 

search space for mining sub-graphs by performing pre-pruning operations for invalid patterns 

as well as find strongly correlated sub-graph patterns effectively, and thereby MSCG 

guarantees faster execution time and more compact memory usage. 

Pre-pruning condition 1. Depending on basic property of weighted frequent pattern mining, 

any sub-graph and its possible extensions are wholly eliminated if multiplying a support of 

the pattern by MaxW is lower than minimum threshold, where MaxW is set as the maximum 

weight which the current pattern and all of its super patterns can have. 

Pre-pruning condition 2. If WSA value of a certain sub-graph is less than minimum 

weighted support affinity, this sub-graph and its expanded graphs are also pruned. 

Pruning condition 1. If a weighted support of any sub-graph, WSUP is less than minimum 

threshold even though the graph does not satisfy the above two conditions, this becomes a 

useless pattern and is not extracted, where WSUP is to multiply pattern’s support by its 

average edge weight. 

Therefore, sub-graphs that do not satisfy all of the pruning conditions are only considered 

as valid ones and mined ultimately. 

Lemma 1. The proposed measure, WSA satisfies Anti-monotone property, and thus certain 

sub-graphs pre-pruned by WSA are exactly useless patterns and any loss does not occur in 

mining process. 
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Proof. Anti-monotone property means that if any pattern is infrequent, all of the super 

patterns of the pattern are also infrequent. Let SG be a sub-graph, e be an extended edge, SG’ 

be a graph extended by e, and λ be minimum weighted support affinity. Then, we can consider 

a relation between WSA(SG) and WSA(SG’) as the three cases. In case wse > max1≤i≤n(wsi) for 

wsi  SG, wse is assigned as a new maximum value and thus WSA(SG’) = min1≤i≤n(wsi) / wse, 

where WSA(SG) > WSA(SG’) since the denominator becomes larger. In case min1≤i≤n(wsi) > 

wse, the minimum value is replaced with wse and therefore, WSA(SG’) = wse  / max1≤i≤n(wsi). 

Then, WSA(SG) > WSA(SG’) since the numerator becomes smaller. In the last case, if wse is 

between min and max, WSA(SG) = WSA(SG’) since there is no effect for the WSA value. 

Considering these cases, we can derive a result, WSA(SG)  WSA(SG’). As a result, if SG is a 

meaningless pattern, i.e. WSA(SG) < λ, SG’ is also invalid one according to the above result 

since WSA(SG’) ≤ WSA(SG) < λ. That is, WSA satisfies Anti-monotone property. 

Consequently, it is certain that the pruning technique by WSA does not generate any loss or 

error.                                                                                                                                           ■ 

Example 1. Assume that minimum threshold, δ is 2 and minimum weighted support affinity, 

λ is 0.5. Then, in the Figure 1, a path {D-b-D-a-A} has a support, 3 and an average weight, 

0.7, and therefore, the path satisfies δ(3*0.7=2.1). However, that pattern becomes an invalid 

one in the end since WSA({D-b-D-a-A}) is 0.4 which is no greater than λ.  

 

 

Figure 2. MSCG Algorithm 

Thus, an extended path {D-b-D-a-A-d-C} is also pruned by the Lemma 1, where this 

pattern’s WSA is 0.2(=0.2/1.0) and therefore the pattern becomes a meaningless sub-graph 

actually. 
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3.3. MSCG Algorithm 

Figure 2 represents MSCG algorithm applying the measure defined from Section 3.1 and 

the pruning strategy in Section 3.2. Mining procedure of MSCG(Mining_sub-graph) is as 

follows. MSCG first finds frequent vertices and valid edges such that edges support * MaxW 

 δ(line 1), and then conducts graph extension for each vertex and edge(line 2~6). The 

function, Extending_graph is performed as the following steps. The function generates an 

extended graph, G’ depending on the current pattern’s state as adding edges one by one (line 

2~4). Thereafter, it calculates WSA(G’) and confirms the current state for G’(line 5). If G’ 

satisfies the conditions at line 6, this pattern becomes a meaningful sub-graph and is stored 

into S(line 7). In contrast, if those conditions are not satisfied, the function discards the 

current extended edge, e and performs the next extension with the following edge again (line 

8). If G’ is valid, the function extracts a set of expansible edges with respect to G’ and then 

calls itself recursively (line 9~10). After terminating all of the mining operations, we can 

obtain strongly correlated sub-graph patterns from the inputted graph database. 

 

4. Analysis of Experimental Results 

We compare the proposed algorithm, MSCG with a state-of-the-art algorithm, Gaston [8, 

9] in this section, where those algorithms were written as C++ language and ran with 

3.33GHz CPU, 3GB RAM, and WINDOWS 7 OS. In experiments, two real graph datasets, 

DTP and PTE datasets are used, and the details of these datasets were introduced in [9]. Each 

algorithm is evaluated in terms of runtime and memory usage, and edge weights for each 

dataset are set as random values between 0.5 and 0.8. 

 

4.1. Runtime Analysis 

Figure 3 and 4 show runtime results for each algorithm regarding the two datasets.  

 

 

Figure 3. Runtime Results for DTP Dataset 
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When minimum weighted support affinity, λ is assigned as 30% in the DTP dataset, it is 

observed that MSCG guarantees the fastest runtime in every case as shown in the figure 3. In 

addition, MSCGs with the other λ values also represent higher speed than that of Gaston. 

When minimum threshold, δ is 9%~10%, Gaston presents relatively favorable runtime, but its 

performance is sharply worsened as δ becomes lower. The gap between the algorithms 

represents how quickly MSCG performs mining operations through WSA. In the PTE dataset, 

MSCG also has the best results regardless of λ values although the gap is small when δ is 

relatively high as shown in the Figure 4. The higher λ is, the more decreased the number of 

extracted sub-graphs is, and the extracted ones have much more strong correlation. 

 

 

 

Figure 4. Runtime Results for PTE Dataset 

 

 

 

Figure 5. Memory Usage Results for DTP Dataset 
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Figure 6. Memory Usage Results for PTE Dataset 
 

4.1. Memory Usage Analysis 

Figure 5 and 6 illustrate memory usage results for each algorithm, where MSCG shows the 

most efficient memory usage in DTP and PTE datasets regardless of λ in common with the 

runtime test. Especially, it is observed that memory consumption of MSCG is decreased as λ 

becomes higher. The result of DTP dataset has more large gaps compared with that of PTE 

dataset as shown in the figures. The reason is as follows. DTP has more graph transactions 

and more complex structures, and therefore DTP generally mines sub-graphs more than PTE. 

Although the obtained results are large, it does not mean that strongly correlated patterns 

included in the results are also large. Since many sub-graphs from DTP have weak correlation 

in the actual mining result, a great portion of them is pruned by the WSA measure, and thus 

we can observe that MSCG guarantees obvious performance improvements as shown in the 

figures. 

 

5. Conclusions 

In this paper, we proposed a measure, called weighted support affinity, to find strongly 

correlated sub-graphs and a mining algorithm, named MSCG, applying weighted support 

affinity and its property. MSCG not only mined meaningful patterns with strong correlation 

among the elements in sub-graphs efficiently but also advanced performance as reducing 

search space by the proposed measure. A variety of experiments presented that our MSCG 

outperforms the previous method, Gaston in all of the cases. MSCG’s mining process was 

conducted in static graph database environment, but if MSCG’s techniques are applied to data 

stream, high utility, closed, and maximal graph mining approaches, we expect that our 

method will have a significant effect on their mining performance and efficiency. 
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